INTRODUCING CDP UNIVERSITY

An Online Learning Environment built for both seasoned and new users of Spectrum Construction Accounting and Project Management Software.

By providing our clients with a way to learn at their own pace, we have set ourselves apart as a leader in client education. All classes are managed by CDP personnel who are responsible for assisting learners on their educational journey within Spectrum.

Clients can purchase unlimited 60 Day Access to courses that they want to learn. Clients have the flexibility to access the materials at their convenience.

Learners can also replay courses at their leisure, and interact on our discussion boards when they have questions about the course content.
Professional Courses and Learning Paths with Content for Everyone

New Hires
CDP University contains courses built for training new hires in your company.

Continued Education
We also have content specifically for seasoned users of Spectrum.

User Friendly
Learning content is easy to navigate, including both videos and downloadable content as well.

We are constantly adding new content and building on existing within CDP University to provide our learners with a superb educational experience.

Learners can communicate directly with course instructors through their courses. Our discussion boards are also useful for learners who wish to communicate with others who are enrolled in the same courses.

Spectrum Boot Camp and Other Professional Services
CDP provides a full range of services to help Spectrum users effectively leverage their investment in Spectrum Software, and continue to build on their knowledge as they use the software.

In addition to our Online learning environment, we also offer both Group Spectrum Boot Camp Classes, allowing CDP Clients to get hands on training in a peer group classroom style setting. For those who prefer a private learning experience, we also offer Private Spectrum Boot Camp Instruction, offered at your location.

CDP can provide crystal report services to help and guide you with customization of your Spectrum Reports.

With decades of industry experience, our consultants help you set up and design Spectrum to meet the specific business needs and project requirements of your company. We also offer hands-on training for Spectrum that enables your staff to effectively manage accounting and job cost tasks with confidence.

800-648-0527 | www.cdp-inc.com